FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CPCI Announces 2018 Roy Willwerth Architectural Recognition Award Winner

August 29, 2018 – Ottawa, Ontario – The Canadian Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute (CPCI) will be presenting the 2018 CPCI Roy Willwerth Architectural Recognition award to an architectural firm who has helped advance the Canadian precast prestressed concrete industry, at the CPCI Partners Awards of Excellence Reception and Dinner being held October 17, 2018 in Kelowna, BC.

CPCI is pleased to announce that Revery Architecture Inc. was selected as the recipient of the 2018 Roy Willwerth Precast Concrete Architectural Recognition Award.

Revery Architecture Inc. (formerly Bing Thom Architects) has earned a global reputation for buildings for the arts, ranging from UBC’s Chan Centre and Washington’s Arena Stage, to the new Allard Hall in Edmonton and Kowloon’s spectacular Xiqu Centre. The office has been catalytic in the transformation of Surrey – from Surrey Central City’s unprecedented hybrid of retail, office and university, to the dramatic City Centre Library and light-filled Guildford Aquatic Centre. For one of their recent projects, the Simon Fraser University’s new Sustainable Energy Engineering Building (SE3P), Revery Architecture Inc. opted for a distinctive façade design composed of undulating framed precast concrete and reflective glass to represent the circuit board imagery relating to the technological subject matter that will be taught within the building.

“We are pleased to present this award to Revery Architecture Inc. for their outstanding skills and creativity in precast concrete design and for their original use of precast concrete in addressing a diversity of challenges,” says Brian Hall, MBA, CPCI Managing Director and Vice Chair - Royal Architectural Institute of Canada Foundation.

The Roy Willwerth Precast Concrete Architectural Recognition Award Presentations recognizes outstanding contributions to the Canadian precast prestressed concrete industry in; architectural design, sustainability, innovation and change; for positive leadership, industry-altering development and expansion; and for accelerating the growth of the Canadian precast prestressed concrete industry from within the architectural and design communities.

The CPCI Roy Willwerth Precast Concrete Architectural Recognition Award celebration is held annually to promote the precast concrete industry within Canada. The award recipients are chosen each year from the region where the CPCI AGM is held. The judging panel this year consisted of CPCI Staff, the CPCI Chairman of the Board, Zoran Stanojevic from Surespan Structures, BC and the CPCI BC Chapter Members.
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